


Dear Friends and Members of The Arc Family,

Every day at The Arc of Essex County, we find ourselves inspired.

We are moved by the children and adults we serve, who are empowered to overcome challenges and 
achieve new milestones. We are heartened by our families, who devote themselves to their loved ones 
with patience, kindness, and grace. We are strengthened by our staff, who make sure those in our care 
are safe and living lives of integrity and achievement.

These moments motivate us to continue to push forward with new and innovative ideas that will further 
enrich the lives of the individuals and families in our Arc community. 

During FY 2022, this inspired thinking propelled us to a number of new programs that you will read 
about in our Annual Report. A new creative space, Studio Arc, allows our artisans to explore a variety 
of activities and stretch their artistic skills. An innovative Day Program curriculum widens the global 
horizons for our participants. A newly launched vending machine management program teaches real-life 
skills while also serving the community. And several of our residences underwent renovations that have 
delivered more openness, comfort, and connection to our homes.

The Arc accomplished all of this while continuing to surpass the highest standards as we carry out our 
spectrum of services and work to achieve our mission. We know our families value the reliable and 
quality care that we provide but we are also mindful that it’s our responsibility to keep pushing for new 
experiences and opportunities: to go a step further, to innovate, and to think big.

As always, we are also inspired by you, our supporters. Your commitment to The Arc of Essex County 
helps power our mission and improves the lives of the individuals and families we serve, and for that we 
are so grateful. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda C. Lucas
Chief Executive Officer

Margaret V. McNany
Board President, 2021-22







Wide spaces, bright colors, innovative technology, 
endless possibilities… the idea behind Studio Arc, 
which was first discussed in 2019, was to establish a 
creative space that captured fine arts, theatrical arts, 
movement, and technology in one shared location for 
The Arc of Essex County.

Two years later, and with the help of committed 
donors, Studio Arc opened to consumers in the 
spring of 2022 and quickly became a vibrant and 
active space for a wide range of creative activities, 
including mixed media canvases, Saori weaving, 
interactive gaming, Cricut 
crafting, yoga, cultural 
artmaking, and more. 

“The goal is to bring more 
creative projects to our 
day program participants,” 
says Day Services Creative 
Programming Director Angela 
LoSapio. “We want to offer 
cutting-edge activities, with 
professional equipment and 
studio art supplies, in a space 
where they can learn new 
skills and cultivate new talents 
through expressive creativity.”

Evelyn Gallik, who oversees 
the programming at Studio 
Arc, says she sees her role as a facilitator of artistic 
endeavors. “I often tell our participants, ‘This is YOUR 
studio, tell me what you would like to do/learn/make 
and I will try to make it happen.’”

Studies show that art teaches critical-thinking skills, 
as artists are constantly adapting as they go. Bringing 
more artistic opportunities to Arc consumers allows 
them to work toward a progressive goal—evaluating, 
adjusting, and correcting along the way.

“I love coming here,” says Harold, one of the many 

Arc artisans who visit the studio every week. “We learn 
things, we do yoga, we make things.”

Studio Arc encompasses 5,503 square feet on the first 
floor of an office building on Passaic Ave in Fairfield. 
After moving through an entrance area that features a 
display of works of art created by the artisans, visitors 
can visit a large multi-purpose room, a crafting room, 
a kitchen and craft space, a Cricut room, and three 
accessible bathrooms. Several Arc offices, including 
the IT department and clinical support services, also 
encompass 900 square feet of the space.

The opening of Studio Arc 
was complemented by the 
addition of activities staff at Day 
Programs. Those in these new 
roles could devote their attention 
to the new and innovative classes 
to be offered within the space. 
“Our direct support professionals 
need to focus on the health 
and safety of our consumers,” 
says LoSapio. “Creating activity 
supervisor positions allows us to 
be sure we’re not interfering with 
the work our DSPs do, while also 
expanding our programming 
options for consumers.”

In addition to offering new 
and exciting opportunities for individuals with IDD, 
Studio Arc allows for more connections with the wider 
community. The Arc plans to include gallery shows 
and other entrepreneurial opportunities, furthering 
efforts to increase community engagement and spread 
awareness about The Arc’s mission and services. 

In the meantime, Studio Arc is bustling with activity 
among Arc participants. “They always come with an 
expectancy of learning something new or acquiring a 
new skill,” Gallik says. “I try to make everything we do 
fun, so there is much laughing in the studio!”





When the time comes for The Arc of Essex County to 
plan out a programming schedule—whether for the 
Community Inclusion, Respite, & Recreation calendar, for 
group home residents, or for one of our Day Programs—
the goal is always to look ahead with a creative eye. This 
was particularly important during the 2021-2022 fiscal 
year, as the organization was coming off a long pause in 
new programming and had a blank canvas to work with.

“When we started bringing everybody back, we 
wanted to be creative,” says former Director of 
Community Support Services Maureen Murray, 
who retired in the spring of 
2022 after 44 years at The 
Arc. Initially, that involved 
generating innovative ideas 
within the safe confines of 
familiar spaces: Camp Hope 
in East Hanover and the 
Opportunity Zone day program 
in Maplewood. 

“We looked around at the spaces 
we had and said, ‘how can we do 
this differently and make it more 
fun?,’” Maureen recalls. “We were 
still working within the confines 
of enhanced safety procedures, 
but we wanted to create unique, 
enjoyable experiences where 
participants could see their 
friends without being too closely interactive.”

Wreath-making, Beach Party Bingo, a Paint & Sip event, 
and a Karaoke Talent Show kicked off the return to in-
person programming during the summer of 2021. As 
businesses started reopening, the staff reviewed options 
with fresh eyes for new opportunities. Through the 
rest of the fiscal year, groups enjoyed first-ever trips to 
places such as the Sea of Life Aquarium at the American 
Dream Mall; Wild West City; and the Lake Hopatcong 
Mini Golf Club, while also returning to crowd favorites 
such as Point Pleasant and the Mount Airy Casino. New 
in-center party themes were developed: a Gingerbread 
Extravaganza, Oscar Night, and Mardi Gras among them. 
Even a familiar activity like bowling was updated to 
include lunch, subsidized in part by generous donors to 
The Arc of Essex County’s Annual Appeal.

Within the residential community, Community Support 
Services spearheaded interactive Zoom competitions, 
where group homes competed with each other to win 
virtual game shows, including Family Feud and Deal or 
No Deal. These series of screen-based competitions 
connected residents across the miles, bringing both a 
competitive spirit and some levity to their days.

In day programs, a new global curriculum was introduced 
that took consumers to China, Africa, India, and beyond.  
Over the course of several weeks, day program 
participants would immerse themselves in the culture of 
the country they were studying through art, music, cuisine, 
and holiday traditions. In the case of India and Africa, they 
were treated to presentations from Arc staff with personal 
roots in the places they were studying, giving them the 
chance to see their names written in Hindi and feel the 
textures of fabrics from Ghana. The adventures culminated 
in a “final exam,” followed by a graduation ceremony to 
celebrate their new status as global citizens.

“I love learning about other 
cultures,” says Jennifer, who 
attends the SYA Day Program in 
Nutley and completed the global 
curriculum. “Things like what 
kind of clothes, and fabrics, even 
the smell of things. It feels like 
you’re there.”

For our youngest consumers and 
their families, new experiences 
included health-education days, 
trips to the movies, and themed 
celebrations. The Arc saw a 
return of Parents Night Out, 
with the addition of dinner for 
the children at no added cost 
to caregivers, again due to the 

generosity of Annual Appeal donors.

Looking ahead, The Arc’s programming keeps 
expanding—not only will fun new experiences continue to 
be added to the calendar, but our staff will also continue 
to go the extra mile to make each event memorable.

“We have a great team that is so creative,” says Murray. 
“They like what they’re doing, and it shows. That really 
makes a difference.”





For the 138 residents in The Arc of Essex County’s 
27 group homes, it is crucial that these spaces are 
both functional and accessible, allowing each person 
to live a life of dignity, moving about their days as 
independently as possible. 

As The Arc has invested hundreds of thousands of 
dollars into these homes, planners looked creatively at 
each space in an effort to ensure each resident’s needs 
are met while also keeping aesthetics and longevity 
in mind. “We make sure these homes are built to 
last,” says Frank Cinque, Senior Director of Asset 
Management. “Everything is top 
notch and high quality.”

From open-concept kitchens 
to wider hallways to creative 
ramping, The Arc team made 
sweeping changes to several of its 
residences during FY 2021-22.

The ground floor of the Newark 
Apartment Program underwent 
renovations that included an 
upgraded kitchen, wider doors, 
and a more accessible bathroom. 
At the West Caldwell Group Home, 
a new laundry room, upgraded 
bathrooms, and spacious office 
have improved day-to-day living and working. A new 
bathroom in an apartment at the Irvington Apartment 
Program now includes a roll-in shower that is more 
accessible. 

In the Linden Apartment Program, the existing small, 
tight kitchens were opened up and fully renovated on 
both floors to provide more open space and accessibility, 
as was the kitchen in the Green Ave group home. 

“The cabinets are easier to reach, and there’s so much 
more space,” says Nkechi Njokubi, shift supervisor at the 
Green Avenue home. “The white cabinets are so bright 

and the space is so welcoming. Everybody who comes in 
here immediately says, ‘wow!’”

The largest renovation took place at the Bloomfield 
Community Residence, where a total remodel of the 
first floor resulted in a home that brings new charm 
and comforts to the day-to-day lives of residents and 
staff. Wider spaces, accessible bathrooms, an open 
kitchen, expansive deck, and new ramps, as well as 
overall aesthetic updates, help ensure it’s a home 
where residents can age in place and feel pride in their 
surroundings.

“It’s like being in a brand new 
home,” says Blondell Cameron, 
a residential counselor at the 
Bloomfield home. “We are so 
happy to be back in this beautiful 
space. And it’s so much easier for 
everyone to get around. It’s been 
wonderful.”

By evaluating the residences with 
an open mind and a creative eye, 
The Arc was able to make many 
changes that improve the lives of 
its residents and staff every day, 
such as placing laundry facilities 
on the floors where residents 

are living and positioning utility services on the main 
levels. User-friendly appliances that are more intuitive 
and accessible have been installed throughout the four 
renovated kitchens, three homes were outfitted with 
new generators, and telemedicine technology has been 
integrated within all of our group homes. 

In all, The Arc invested more than $750,000 into ten 
residences during the 2021-22 fiscal year, and the team 
continues to prepare for future renovations that will 
expand accessibility for our residents, improve staff 
retention, and make our surroundings more beautiful for 
everyone we serve.





Maintaining a vending machine involves an assortment 
of tasks, such as shopping for the food items, restocking 
the inventory, keeping track of what is selling, and 
depositing the collected money. For the day program 
participants who attend the West Caldwell Hub, those 
tasks became part of their daily activity options when a 
vending machine was added to the Durkin Building on 
Bloomfield Avenue, and about a dozen people signed up 
to manage it.

The project, which launched 
in November 2021, is part of a 
social enterprise day program 
enhancement, and aims to 
create activities that promote 
skill development, increase 
community integration, and 
foster more purpose.

“It provides vocational skills 
and training, and a great sense 
of independence,” says Leona 
Whyte, Senior Program Manager 
at West Caldwell Hub.

The day program participants 
maintain the stocking of the 
vending machine throughout the week. They also make 
weekly deposits to TD Bank and shop for inventory 
at Costco twice a month. The group regularly surveys 
patrons throughout the building to ensure customers 
are happy with the selections. 

These tasks, which are presented as options every day, 
are rotated among the interested participants, and work 
in concert with a curriculum that supports the skills 
associated with each part of the job, including money 

management, tracking inventory, sorting, stocking, 
customer service, problem solving, budgeting, and 
creating shopping lists.

“We do everything that needs to be done,” says Alex, 
who always steps up to help with the vending machine 
and is possibly the project’s biggest cheerleader. “We 
do it all. It’s great. I love it so much.”

The vending machine was 
purchased through a PwC 
Reimagine Grant in 2021, and 
the program now pays for 
itself with the income from the 
purchased snacks and drinks.

“Everyone loves it,” says 
supervisor LaJonna Harrell. 
“They love every step of the 
process; getting the items, 
helping to fill the machine, 
collecting the money. They do 
it together and they all really 
enjoy it.”

Based on the success of the 
vending machine at West 

Caldwell, the goal is now to grow the program, with 
a plan to install another machine at the Opportunity 
Zone in Maplewood, also funded by the PwC grant. 
If the West Caldwell experience is any indication, it 
should be a successful expansion.

“It’s so wonderful to have something that everyone 
looks forward to so much” says Senior Manager Cecilia 
Jackson. “It makes our team happy, but it also provides 
a useful service. It’s the best of both worlds.”



A RETURN TO                        FUNDRAISING EVENTS

It was a bright and beautiful day for The Arc of Essex County’s 
inaugural Craft Beer Open on September 27, 2021 at Crestmont 
Country Club in West Orange. In addition to 18 holes of golf, 
participants enjoyed on-course beer, hard cider, and cigar tastings. 
When the day on the links was complete, golfers returned to the 
clubhouse for an awards reception that included wine and spirits 
tastings, a silent auction, and a delicious dinner. The day was 
made possible through the generous support of our sponors and 
attendees, as well as the hard work of our golf committee. It was a 
fantastic start to a new Arc of Essex County tradition!

GIFTS THAT KEEP

When Alice and Béla Szigethy  
decided to support The Arc’s 
2022 Spring Appeal campaign 
to fund accessible Camp Hope 
transportation, their $20,000 
donation made an immediate 
difference in the lives of our 
campers and their families. But the 
Szigethys’ generous contribution 
was accompanied by an additional 
meaningful note: their intention to 
donate at least $10,000 annually 
in the years ahead. That pledge 
is significant not just because of 
the impact of those dollars on our 
ability to carry out our mission, 
but also because it allows our 
organization to better plan for the 
income we expect to receive in 
the future. Pledges demonstrate 
deep support for an organization, 
and The Arc thanks the Szigethys 
for their vision and commitment. 

If you are interested in structuring 
your contributions to The Arc 
of Essex County into a multi-
year pledge, please reach out 
to Heather Comstock, Senior 
Director of Development & 
Communications, at 973-535-
1181 ext. 1224 or hcomstock@
arcessex.org.

The wet weather didn’t dampen spirits during The Arc’s return to 
an in-person Building Tomorrows 5K Run and Family Walk event on 
April 9, 2022! Held at the Clipper Pavilion in the South Mountain 
Recreation Complex in West Orange, the 24th annual event drew 
hundreds of participants. Runners were able to complete the 5K 
before the rainfall began, and the day also featured a fundraising 
walk and Family Fun Fest activities that included bubble-making, 
cupcake decorating, a donut truck, and a magic show that dazzled 
attendees of all ages. Even in the rain, it was wonderful to once 
again join each other to support The Arc community while feeling 
the energy and excitement that comes from being together. Many 
thanks to the sponsors and participants who made the day a success.





VISIONARY CIRCLE
These donors are distinctive supporters of The Arc’s mission and objectives. Gifts, grants, and in-kind contributions of $50,000 
or more in any one fiscal year show an abiding belief and confidence in The Arc of Essex County. 

Essex County Division of Housing & Community Development
Kingsbridge Office Park

ANGELS
The following donors demonstrate a profound commitment to The Arc of Essex County, to its present and its future. Gifts and 
grants of $10,000 to $49,999 in any one fiscal year are the bedrock of the agency’s foundation and enable The Arc to remain a 
strong and innovative source of strength for individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities.

BENEFACTORS
These gifts and grants of $5,000 to $9,999 ensure the continued fulfillment of The Arc of Essex County’s mission. We thank 
these donors for helping us provide the very best quality of service to our consumers.

Benefit Management Solutions, Inc.
Bogush Incorporated

Emil Buehler Foundation, Inc.
Michael Franchino

Jay Frank Parmly Foundation
PrimePoint, LLC

Sax LLP

The Starrett Family
The Thomas and Agnes Carvel Foundation

Walsh, Pizzi, O’Reilly, Falanga LLP
William E. Simon Foundation

William H. Connolly & Co., LLC
Paul C. Wirth

ADVOCATES
We recognize these donors who have contributed between $1,000 and $4,999 in tribute to the more than 40 programs that 
The Arc of Essex County runs, so that the lives of those with intellectual and developmental disabilities living in Essex County 
and the surrounding areas will be enhanced.

ACE American Insurance Company
Alphabet Health
Arognaut Management Services, Inc.
Brandon Becker
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Bernie’s Tire and Auto LLC
BML Public Relations
Bruce Bird
Bird Pharma Consulting, LLC
Michael and Suzanne Bloom
Kenneth Bogert
Laura Bretzger
Louis Capparelli
Ronald and Annette Carr
Ricci Carroll
Cedar Grove Elks #2237
Alexandra Celentano
City Fire Equipment Co.

Colgate
Vincent J. Covello Jr.
Martin and Judith Daly
Minerva Delgado
County Executive Joseph DiVincenzo
Kevin Durkin
Durkin & Durkin, LLC
Eastern Janitorial Company
Derrick Easton
George Ernst
Jay Ferguson
Thomas J. Frantz
Glen Ridge Community Fund
Donna and Alan Graham
Matthew Guest
Kathleen Hinnigan-Cohen
Brad and Stephanie Hopton
Helga Horn

Howie’s Spiked
Irene L. and Stephen L. Brotman  
   Philanthropic Fund
Joseph and Yetta Weisberger Fund
   for the Aged, Poor & Needy
Katherine Keil
Knights of Columbus #6504
Lillian Schenck Foundation
Kyle Laracy
Brian Lowe
Linda C. Lucas
Madonia Family Charitable Trust
Steven and Nancy Magee
Manuel Juncal Landscaping, LLC
Kenneth and Nancy Marion
Max Axion, LLC
Mobility Works
Newark Autobody & Service, Inc

Bloomfield Department of Community Development
The Candle Lighters

The Hyde and Watson Foundation
Irvington Office of Community Development & Planning

Johnson & Johnson - Matching Gifts Program
NJ State Golf Association Youth Foundation

Orange Orphan Society
PSEG Services Corporation
Mr. & Mrs. Guido Sanchez

Alice and Béla Szigethy
Wallerstein Foundation for Geriatric Life Improvement



PATRONS
These members of The Arc of Essex County family contributed $500 to $999 in a single fiscal year. These funds allow us to 
bulid on our present successes and meet the needs of the future.

444 LLC
Paul and Robin Alampi
Amazon Smile
Megan L. Beebe
Melissa Bene
Mark and Betsy Bergman
Jeffrey Bird
Owen H. Brown
Carpet Maven II, LLC
Caitlin Cascino
Frank Cinque
ColorMyCar, Inc.
Heather Comstock
David Cordova
Barry Eckenthal
Mark and Susan Fahy
Stephen V. Falanga
Barry M. Farber

Franchino DeLargy, LLP
Thomas Garvey
Dana Irvis
Knights of Columbus #3533
Knights of Columbus #3632
Knights of Columbus #6380
Paul and Janet Kwiatkoski
Maria Laurino 
Robert Laurino Esq.
Robert Lax
Lenoir’s Transport, Inc.
Larry Manfra
The Hon. John F. McKeon
Ryan and Margaret McNany
Herbert and Sally Meyer
Paul and Virginia Moritzen
Leon and Veronica Morton
Matthew Moura

Ann G. Murphy
Jessica K. Murphy
Martin Noah
North Jersey Smart Set
John J. O’Brien
Anjana and Krishnan Padmanabhan
Jonathan C. Poling
Benjamin and Nina Proce
PSEG Match Program - 
     Power of Giving
Ellen Rooney
Todd and Kimberly Russell
Gary Russikoff
Cara L. Schnaper
Sokol USA
Richard and Eileen Stuart
Jorge Taboada
Richard Wright

SUPPORTERS
The donors whose gifts and grants range from $200 to $499 help us sustain and enrich our programs while providing a 
nurturing atmosphere to all we serve.

Adobe
Brian Amorim
Stuart and Randi Applebaum
Juan and Lisa Arroyo
The Arc of New Jersey
Peter and Judy Bellina
Laurie Best
Arthur and Jennifer Blougouras
Kenneth and Lorena Bogert
South Orange Elks Lodge #1154
Broheimer Tree Experts
Nancy Byrne
CAF America Cyber Grants
Matthew and Melanie Calderone
Katharine Carpenter
Susan Caufield
John Caufield
Julia Cerny
Lorraine Coppola
Terrence Cunningham
Diianni Landscaping, Inc.
Charles and Madeline Dreifus
E.R.A. Incorporated

Bob and Mary Fanslau
Jon and Nancy Fass
Agostino and Aileen Feola
Christine Fillimon
Merilyn Fogel
Fresh Pro Food Distributors
Georgianna Gialanella
Bruce and Susan Gilson
Goldman Sachs Matching Gifts
Peter and Caitlin Greatrex
Jason and Eileen Hahn
Joseph and Frances Ann Hall
Hector Ardon Painting, LLC
Donna Hrebin
Bradford Huntington
Albert C. Ianacone
IUOE Local 68
Jardim, Meisner & Susser, P.C.
Elizabeth Johnson
Courtney A. Keemss
Erin Koropsak
George Kuhn
Steve G. Leon

Herbert and Ellen Lev
Rebecca Lorusso
Angela LoSapio
John Lynch
Joseph P. Mack
Rahmael Magny
Ian Mattocks
Angela McCaffrey
McKinsey
Dennis McNany
David E. Meyer
Mickey’s Gift
Courtney Molinari
Peter Morral
Nanina’s In The Park
Brendan O’Flaherty
Christine A. Pecora
Sarah Petruziello
Janet Prevette
PwC
R&R Maintenance
Jo-Ann Raines
Stephen Rasch

NJM Insurance Group
Township of Nutley
Robert Petzinger and Christina Moran
The Provident Bank Foundation
Robert Purcell
PuroClean
Nicholas Rafanello
Rock the 21

Paul Rooney and Susan Comparato
Kenneth and Christi Sauter
See-More TV & Appliance Center
Spiked Sparkling Ice
StationMD
The Sumas Family Foundation, Inc.
Thomas John Sheridan Estate
UNICO - West Essex

Maryanne and Alphonse Vindici
West Essex Sunoco, Inc.
Regan White
Kevin Williams
Willis Towers Watson US LLC
Lisa Wolfe
Meredith Wright Whitaker

Kevin Reilly
Matthew Ryan and Gail Morris
Patricia Salmon
Ruby J Sampson MD
Schwab Charitable
John Seeley
Damian Sian
Daniel Smith
Nancy C. Sordillo
Jennifer Spence
Beth Sterling
Thomas and Judith Stier
William Sumas
Thomas J. Swartz III
Anthony Traina
Village Supermarket, Inc.
John Virden III
Sarah P. Virden
Walter Haner & Associates, Inc.
Benjamin and Susan Whitaker
Candace Wildy
Anitra Wilson
Erica Zupkus



OFFICERS
President
First Vice President
Second Vice President
Third Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Immediate Past President

Margaret V. McNany
Stephen Falanga, Esq.
Robert Laurino, Esq.
Benjamin Proce, CPA
John O’Brien
Gary Russikoff
Bruce Bird, Ph.D

TRUSTEES
Juan Arroyo

Jeffrey B. Bird
Patricia A. Boylan

Caitlin P. Cascino, Esq.
David Cordova

Eileen Hahn
Bradford Huntington

CHAIRPERSONS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Audit
Buildings and Property
Development
Finance and Budget
Investment
Nominating
Quality Assurance

Gary Russikoff, CPA
Kenneth Sauter, Esq.
Stephen Falanga, Esq.
Benjamin J. Proce, CPA
Bradford Huntington
Bruce Bird, Ph.D
Robin Alampi

ADVISORY BOARD
Robin Alampi

Stuart P. Applebaum
Caryn Bushko

Lorraine Coppola
Caitlin E. DiRuggiero

Michael J. Franchino, CPA
Mark Gerson

The Hon. Thomas Giblin
Alvin Hersh, Esq.

Herb Lev
Brian Lowe

Angela McCaffrey
The Hon. John McKeon

Peter Madonia

David E. Meyer
Leon Morton
Jo-Ann Raines
Matthew Ryan

Patricia Sanders
Kenneth Sauter, Esq.

Damian Sian

William Sumas
Maryanne Vindici

Meredith Whitaker
Scott White

Candace D. Wildy
Paul Wirth, CPA
Richard Wright

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
Linda C. Lucas
Kathleen Hinnigan-Cohen
Robert Purcell

Megan Beebe
Laurie Best
Frank Cinque
Heather Comstock
Rebecca Lorusso
Courtney Molinari
Martin Noah

Chief Executive Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Chief Financial Officer

Senior Director, Financial Operations/Controller
Senior Director, Children & Adult Day Services
Senior Director, Asset Management
Senior Director, Development & Communication
Senior Director, Residential Services
Senior Director, Quality Management & Compliance
Senior Director, Creative Technology

Dana A. Irvis
Regan White

Lisa Wolfe


